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BEYOND THE SCORE

HUMAN TRAFFICKING

In order to improve the quality of the
college game, teams should not run up
the score in football. Page 29
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Saw fades
from view
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Lars scores on talent

OUR TAKE:    

One Voice, a human rights event,
presents the serious and real issue of
human traﬃcking. Page 11

Andersonʼs new
ﬁlm impresses
OUR TAKE:

  

By Daniel Spiller
Contributing Writer

I remember ﬁrst seeing the trailer for The
Darjeeling Limited a couple of months ago while
I was sitting in the theater waiting for some other
movie to start. Before the trailer was even halfway
through, I was certain I knew the director. The
wide shots, the whip pans and the story of family
relations—it all pointed to Wes Anderson. And
as far as I’m concerned, Wes Anderson typically
points to ﬁlms that I will be sure to enjoy. The
Darjeeling Limited is no exception.
The story seems simple enough; three brothers
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By Ryan Hautau
Contributing Writer

Over the past decade a trend
in horror movies has lead to the
emergence of a “torture-porn”
subgenre, which entails exactly
what its name suggests. These
movies strive to engage their audience via shock tactics that more
often than not include extremely
graphic imagery and cheap
thrills. Critics have dismissed
these ﬁlms as distasteful and unintelligent. And while I partially
agree with what these people have
to say, I still ﬁnd myself a huge
fan of these movies.
Possibly the most inﬂuential
ﬁlm in leading this trend has
been the low-budget, box-oﬃce
hit Saw, directed by James Wan.
Three years and two sequels later,
we are presented with the fourth
installment of what is expected to
be at least a six-installment franchise, Saw IV, directed this time
by Darren Lynn Bousman.
Renowned murderer Jigsaw
(Tobin Bell) is dead. The movie
kicks oﬀ with his autopsy, during
which one of his characteristic
tapes is found inside his stomach.
This tape is what ultimately ends
up pulling the plot of this movie
full-circle. Without giving too
much away, this movie is neither
a sequel nor a prequel, but what it
is, for the most part, works.
Bousman has commented
numerous times that this installment’s purpose is to give a
better understanding of how John
Kramer (Jigsaw) came to be obsessed with testing the human nature to survive, and furthermore
set on teaching deadly life lessons
through such experiments. The
focus on characterization in this
movie deﬁnitely helps maintain
competence in a franchise on the
edge of wearing its formula thin.
Aiding in this characterization is
Jigsaw’s wife, Jill (Betsy Russell),
who we also get to learn more
about in this movie.
Driving this movie’s plot is
See Saw, page 17
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OUR TAKE:    
By Jennifer Aldoretta
Contributing Writer

We all have a need to feel
wanted and loved. We all need
something or someone to
share ourselves with, whether
it be a friend, a lover, a pet or
a life-size doll. In Lars and
the Real Girl, Lars Lindstrom
(played by Ryan Gosling) is a
troubled, lonely man in search
of a friend. Lars lives in the
garage of his brother and
sister-in-law; he exhibits very
strange behavior in social situations and begins to worry the

people who care for him most.
Gus Lindstrom, who is Lars’s
brother and is played by Paul Schneider, and his wife Karin (Emily
Mortimer) are excited when Lars
informs them of his new Brazilian girlfriend, Bianca. However,
things are not quite as they seem
as we soon ﬁnd out when Lars
shows up at his brother’s house
with a large, plastic doll (Bianca)
and claims she is his girlfriend.
Nobody is quite sure why Lars is
convinced that this doll is a real
girl. The ﬁlm explores the psyche
of Lars Lindstrom to uncover
his past secrets and pain to ﬁnd
out exactly why Bianca has suddenly become such an important

part of Lars’s life.
Although at the start of
the ﬁ lm, the idea of Lars
and his “girlfriend” is not
acceptable to the residents
of his town, in the end his
situation gives them a sense
of family and community like
they have never experienced.
Lars and the Real Girl
will leave you with a better
sense of what love should
be. It will leave you wondering about the true meaning
of relationships and will
provide you with a greater
appreciation for your own.

Image Courtesy of American Empirical Pictures

Brothers Jack, Francis and Peter travel
through India by train in this new ﬁlm.

ride a train through India in an attempt to achieve
spiritual enlightenment. Complexity comes from
the characters; their reactions to one another,
their dialogue, their back stories and their body
language all come together to build people that
are worth caring for.
Owen Wilson, a veteran member of the Wes
Anderson gang, plays Francis, the oldest of the
brothers who devises the entire spiritual scheme.
Wilson, as always, is a treat to watch and consistently
manages to be funny without even trying.

See Lars, page 21

See Limited, page 19

Rendition delves into morality and politics
OUR TAKE:    
By Richard Harper
Contributing Writer

Ever since 9/11, any politically
tinged movie from Hollywood
tends to be regarded as hostile to
the current administration and
its foreign policy. However, the
important question is how entertaining the movie is regardless of
its political message.
Director Gavin Hood creates a heart-wrenching drama
about the tragedies of terrorism
and torture with the underlying
message that “violence begets
violence.”
This vicious cycle makes the
ﬁlm roll back and forth between
diﬀering points of view of multiple characters and confusing

plot twists, but the ﬁlm has a
spectular cast that portrays the
ﬁlm in an appealing manner.
As advertised, the movie
is about a woman named
Isabella (played by Reese
Witherspoon) who ﬁghts to
ﬁnd out what happened
to her husband, a legal
U.S. resident named ElIbrahimi (played by actor
Omar Metwally).
Isabella’s search leads
her to legislator Corrine Whitman (Meryl
Streep), who denies
any knowledge of the
husband. Actually,
Whitman herself approved the rendition of
El-Ibrahimi to Egypt
because, while the U.S.
does not allow torture,

Egypt does.
Next enters Douglas Freeman, played by Jake
Gyllenhaal of Brokeback
Mountain fame. He is
a CIA operative that
observes the torture so
as to get critical intel
concerning a terrorist
attack.
W h i le e ver yone
else seems so resolute in
their resolve,
Freeman
is conflicted
about
t h e

Image Courtesy of New Line Cinemas

importance of information
against the evils of torture.
In addition, there is a concurrent plot about the torturer,
Igal Naor (played by actor Abasi
Fawal). His brutal techniques
may get results, but they also
creates estrangement in his family
and provoke extremist groups.
Constant shifting between
both plots in Egypt and the U.S.
takes the audience through a
step-by-step process of how to
make a terrorist.
The overall ﬁlm is entertaining with a few stale moments,
and the cinematography is easy
on the eyes and ears, especially
during a suicide bomb scene.
The acting was also good with
special attention to Meryl Streep.
See Rend, page 19
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GH3 introduces new tracklist
By Vivas Kaul
Staﬀ Writer

Retailers like Gamestop and
Wal-Mart have begun to get ready
for a tsunami of new videogames
coming out in time for the holiday
season. This includes some of the
most highly anticipated games in
video-gaming history, and it
all kicks oﬀ with the release of
Guitar Hero 3.
For most readers GH’s main
gameplay mechanic is common
knowledge. For the uninitiated,
GH is a rhythm game akin to
the old 1980s game Simon, but
with a much greater emphasis on
music (as though the title didn’t
give that away).
The controller is a plastic guitar with colored fret buttons, and
as the song is scrolled on screen
the player must hit the right frets
to play the song. However, there
have been some new additions
and tweaks to the old formula
in this fourth installment of the
popular franchise (I say fourth even
though Guitar Hero Encore: Rocks
the 80s doesn’t really count as a full
game in my opinion).
The first and most welcome
tweak is the use of more master
recordings of the included artists.
The master tracks sound great and
make the experience of air guitar-ing
to them even more realistic. In fact,
the tracklist for this incarnation is
the most ambitious one seen in the
series yet.
Tracks that were included in

Tom Morello, lead guitarist for Rage
Against the Machine and Audioslave,
and Slash, lead guitarist for Velvet
Revolver and Guns N’ Roses. The last
one is against Lou, the devil.
The graphics have also been given
a dramatic facelift as the characters
appear more cartoon-like and the
venues are much more animated
with stage divers, cops and the
Image Courtesy of Activision
rocking masses.
However, there appears to be
a signiﬁcant amount of menu lag
present in this version of the game
on all of the systems. The lag is
most noticeable in the store.
The good news is that this
lag is minimal and does little to
detract from the fun of the core
gameplay.
Additionally, there are short
cutscenes when each set is completed and a new set is unlocked
chronicling your band’s rise to
stardom. It’s incredibly simple, but
the animations are funny.
As for the gameplay, let me
state that the essential mechanic
modern rock tracks, most notably of the game still hasn’t changed.
“When You Were Young” by The Multiplayer too is largely unchanged
Killers and “Knights of Cydonia” as face-oﬀ and pro face-oﬀ are still
present.
by Muse.
However, there is also a new battle
There are a total of 71 playable
songs, of which 46 songs appear mode which pits players against each
in the single player mode. Out of other in what can best be described
all the playable songs in the game, as a Mario Kart style match where
51 are master recordings from the the ﬁrst player to fail the song loses
original artists. New tracks are also the battle.
Various power-ups, such as broset to be released via Xbox Live and
ken strings, lefty ﬂips, and diﬃculty
Playstation’s network.
The game also features three boss
See Guitar, page 20
battles. The ﬁrst two are against
this version include punk favorites
like “Story of My Life” by Social
Distortion and a re-recorded version
of “Anarchy in the UK” by The Sex
Pistols. In addition, there are classic
rock cornerstones such as “Sunshine of Your Love” by Cream and
“Mississippi Queen” by Mountain.
Lastly, the game also features several

E
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ugene Hütz, lead singer of Gogol Bordello, an eight-piece gypsy
punk rock band, psyched up the enthusiatic audience with
energetic dancing and powerful music on Oct. 21 at The Roxy.
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DramaTechʼs Macbeth shines
By Hanjie Song
Contributing Writer

What do you get when you
combine ﬁve parts Shakespeare, two
parts Kafka and one part Warhol?
Answer: the recipe for DramaTech’s
production of Shakespeare’s Macbeth. Directed by Eddie Maise, the
vintage regicidal tragedy is fused
with a shade of modernism.
Orthodox Shakespearean plays
usually inspire thoughts of long soliloquies, lavish Kenneth Branagh set
designs and thumb-biting. However,
such expectations will not be met by
DramaTech’s production.
With highly stylized art directions, ensnaring sound eﬀects and
up-close sword plays, the production
is sim-

ply dazzling.
Given the small set and sitting
area of Drama Tech Theater, the play
decides to incorporate this factor to
its advantage by taking a minimalist
approach to the set design. Decorated
with simple yet versatile objects,
the set can be easily molded into its
according designs between scenes.
The ﬂexible set also provides a sense
of Kafkaesque surroundings stressing the absurdity and supernatural
elements of the play.
The small and well-acquainted
set has also been utilized to involve
the audience into the intensive atmosphere of the play. With actors entering and exiting from the passages
between the seats and sword duels
being conducted feet away from the
audience, the patrons are no longer
observers but living and breathing
parts of the show themselves.
Sound effects and the
mu s ic
i c a l c omp o s it i on
are also brilliant inte-

the play is accompanied with primal percussion suites and melodies
produced by a variety of eclectic
instruments, each note as haunting
as the play itself.
Aside from the modern tendencies of the direction, the abridged
version of the play still retains the
uncorrupted Shakespearean integrities and essential verses.
“It’s like a sitcom, a story about
love and fate. I like to present the
Macbeth couple as characters everyone can relate to,” Maise said.
As the plays revolves around the
classic themes of identity, fate and
love, its dated origin still appeals to
audiences of today.
The caliber of the acting performances does not dwindle either,
even with the heavy emphasis on
directions. Leading actors Gene
Hullender and Laura Czyzewski are
slightly shy of a professional troupe;
however, their deliveries are highly
respectable.
The play premiered on Oct. 26,
and received adulation from the
crowd.
“Shakespeare wrote to
entertain his time, [and]
the director of this
play did the same,”
said Robert McAllister, a third-year
International Aﬀairs
major.
If you still think
the theater is for your
grandparents, then
allow me to stress the
sword ﬁghts. Get yourself pumped over the
clinging sounds of clashing
metals; go see the bloody
S
N
TIO skirmish over the sovereignty
CA
I
L
Ph o
PU B
to s b
of Scotland under the colorful light
y Jon Drews/STUDENT
ﬁlter. Prepare to be overwhelmed by
grated in as an inseparable the eloquent dialogue, action packed
part of the experiences, at- performances, the meticulously
tributing to the extraordinary composed soundtrack and surreally
composer Klimchak. Much of arranged visuals.
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who they encompass. There are so
many places where these traps can go
wrong, based on how their subjects
Jigsaw’s latest victim, Rigg (Lyriq interpret clues and act, that after a
Bent), a member of the SWAT while you have to force yourself to
team we ﬁrst got a glimpse of in abandon reality altogether to enjoy
Saw II. Much like the focus in the the movie. Not only that, but these
third installment, this ﬁlm revolves traps are designed in such a way that
around a series of successively in- highly disfavors their subjects that
terconnected tests, through which these subjects are really nothing
Rigg must pass and grow, before more than simply victims, somereaching a ﬁnal test which is intended thing which contradicts Jigsaw’s
to evaluate what Rigg has learned. intended purpose and furthermore
These interconnected tests involve the concept on which these movies
other subjects who generally are the are founded.
ones in danger of losing their lives
Another attribute for which the
instead of Rigg.
Saw franchise is known well is its plot
It is diﬃcult to review these twists. In that regard this movie does
types of movies
not disappoint,
because they
though prior
have so many
insta llments
diﬀerent comhave provided
“If
future
installments
ponents, and
better. Unforwant to be successful, tunately, this
consequently
provide sevmovie does not
they should resort
eral different
entirely account
back to elements
motivations to
for its outcome,
entice people
a nd c a n be
contained in the ﬁrst
to see them. If
rather diﬃcult
movies, namly more
you have come
to follow and
to be a fan of
piece together
simplistic traps and
the innovative
at times. Not
plot lines.”
torture devices,
only that, but
or traps, that
a lot of quesJigsaw imposes
tions that arose
on his test-subjects, this movie will from earlier movies go unanswered,
not disappoint you. New with this despite much anticipation for such
installment are traps that pin test- explanations.
subjects against each other, which I
Despite many ﬂaws, Saw IV
found refreshing; they added a new most likely will experience the same
level of intensity to a franchise with ﬁnancial success as its predecessors. It
an already gripping reputation. You sets up well for another installment,
also get to witness Jigsaw’s ﬁrst trap, which should be expected the same
potentially one of his most realistic time next year. This installment has
and test-subject relevant (metaphori- deﬁnitely made me less of a Saw fan.
cally speaking) devices.
If future installments want to be
One problem exhibited by this successful, they should resort back
movie is that with each progressive to elements contained in the ﬁrst
installment the traps become more movies, namely more simplistic (and
elaborate and consequently less in turn, hopefully more realistic)
realistic. As a result of these new traps and plot lines.
complexities in trap designs, the
Saw IV, which came out last week
success of these traps has come to on Oct. 26, is rated R for sequences
depend entirely too much on the of grisly, bloody violence and torture
rather arbitrary decisions of those throughout, and for language.

Saw

from page 15
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Universe tells story through classic Beatles music
OUR TAKE:     
By Hamza Hasan
Contributing Writer

Across the Universe was released
across the country on Oct. 12. The
ﬁlm is a musical based on 34 diﬀerent
Beatles songs. With a colorful cast
and mesmerizing cinematography,
the movie should be the talk of the
town for some time.
The ﬁlm’s plot begins with a parallel between a working-class British
man named Jude Feeny and a highschool senior named Lucy Carrigan.
Jude soon leaves his modest life in an
attempt to ﬁnd his American father,
while Lucy has to bear the burden
of a boyfriend gone to war.
Soon Jude enjoys the American
lifestyle, meeting Lucy’s brother
Max and befriending him quickly.
Assuming a freer lifestyle in New
York, Jude and Max move in to an
apartment ﬁlled with musicians
and rogues. After the death of her
boyfriend, Lucy follows suit.
The characters in the ﬁlm describe
a great deal about hippie culture in
America. With so many diﬀerent
characters expressed in the ﬁlm,
Across the Universe deals with the
many faces available in the ’60s
and ’70s—the faces that produced
the counterculture of the Vietnam
War.
Many might be suspicious as to
how cover songs can compose a classic
musical. While the songs keep the
musical integrity of the Beatles intact
by full incorporation of the songs, the

cinematography adapts the song into should ﬁnd themselves involved Together,” “I Want to Hold Your
fully functioning sequences.
with the plot and the circumstance Hand” and “Lucy in the Sky with
The only difference between of the ﬁlm very quickly.
Diamonds” are in the ﬁlm, as well
Across the Universe and a musical
The content of the ﬁlm can be as some that only a true Beatles fan
ﬁlm like Rent or Phantom of the very subjective, since the hippie would know, like “I Am the Walrus”
Opera is the fact that the music is culture is promoted so vigorously and “I Want You (She’s So Heavy),”
not original, but a composition of and so frequently. Opponents who among others.
many diﬀerent songs into a ﬁlm. In view hippie ideals as radical may not
The sound of the music is not that
that regard, rather than being the appreciate the message of the ﬁlm. of a typical musical—the sound is
backup soundtrack, the soundtrack Likewise, proponents of “free love” not extremely accurate and full of
itself takes the most basic elements and peace movements can easily belting and wailing like a Broadway
represented by the earliest of true agree with the ﬁlm’s contents.
production. Instead, the sound is
musicals, Oklahoma!: the music
With the hipster revolution very alternative and very interpretive.
is used to
Much of the
prog re s s
music is int he plot
tertwined
and prow it h t he
vide trancinematogsition,
raphy and
instead
choreograof simply
phy.
describing
The vian event.
sion of the
While
film does
m o s t
well in enpeople are
compa ssgenerally
ing hippie
turned oﬀ
culture as
Image Courtesy of Revolution Studios
by the idea
well. Aside
of a musi- Director Julie Taymor brings this new musical ﬁlm to the big screen. Starring f rom t he
cal, even Evan Rachel Wood and Jim Sturgess, Across the Universe opened on Oct. 12. use of Beamoreso of
tles music,
paying for a ticket in the theater, the come the ideas of sexual liberation the cinematography includes strong
ﬁlm can be enjoyable for people of and experimental drug usage—all use of experimental eﬀects, such as
all backgrounds.
obvious marks of the hippie move- inverted colors and things that make
People who admire the Beatles ment. In many ways, the movie can the ﬁlm seem more like an acid trip
for their music and their sociopo- be both challenging and rewarding, than a movie with some friends. In
litical eﬀorts will ﬁnd the various and providing insight to moviegoers this way, the ﬁlm accurately depicts
messages behind the ﬁlm inspiring of all walks of life.
the experimental culture of hippies
and gripping. People who want to
The arrangement of the music is and the youth during the Vietnam
see a ﬁlm that includes standalone understandable to all Beatles fans. War.
entertainment without precedent Well-known songs such as “Come
However, the movie is not

ﬂawless. At times there are scenes
that seem conclusive without fully
explaining the events that lead to
that moment. In other words, it
feels like there are deleted scenes or
a director’s cut that will fully ﬂesh
out the details of the story.
Another issue is the fact that the
songs’ renditions might not be what
most people will expect. While many
ﬁnd the original radio sound quality
the essence of the Beatles, the onstage
performances depicted in the ﬁlm
might distort too much of what
people like about the Beatles.
While there are many controversies, the ﬁlm is the very least interesting, and at the most life-changing.
People that love the resistance to the
Vietnam War, especially like that
represented in movies such as Forrest
Gump, will surely appreciate Across
the Universe. While expectations for
movies are understandable, Across the
Universe might circumvent them.
“I was originally wary of going
to see Across the Universe because
I generally do not enjoy musicals
either as drama or ﬁlm. However,
the movie has easily become one of
my favorites, and I actually enjoyed
its musical qualities. The cast’s
rendition of classic Beatles’ songs
was absolutely incredible,” said
Josh Adair, ﬁrst-year Undecided
Engineering major.
A movie of true entertainment
value and quality, Across the Universe
will deﬁnitely make a part of history
by its ﬂuid integration of Beatles
music and its hippie depiction of an
unforgettable era in America.
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Rend

from page 15

Her Whitman character is a cold,
calculating politician that has no
problem ordering the rendition, and
hence torture, of an Islamic family
man based on her own prejudices
despite exonerating evidence. While
the character is an extreme cross-

breed between President George W.
Bush and Senator Hillary Clinton,
this southern-accented antagonist
could only be portrayed so viciously
well by Academy Award-winning
Streep.
This is not a family ﬁlm by any
means. It has enough violence to
interest the action-prone, while the
tragedy can make some cry.
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WTF!?! Homework on a test week!
I can’t understand this guy through his accent but that’s ok.
We have that kind of relationship
Run for the River better have free Sweetwater beer!!
I’m looking for shower buddies.
To the beautiful boy I keep seeing at the CRC and Center Street
Apartments: I want to have your children.
Boys: grow some and take the initiative
seriously guys, YOU are supposed to make the ﬁrst move
wrek
Glad to see FE getting involved with Homecoming... Too bad there’s
still 75% of campus that isn’t involved with it !!!!!!
CAMPUS SAFETY ALERT!!! Girls getting robbed on campus at
night = BE CAREFUL
Honor is sexy!!!
*sniﬀ, sniﬀ * What’s that smell? *sniﬀ, sniﬀ * It must be me... kjfhdkjrfhsdrkgh
she got back
Laura. I am attracted to you!
chewing gum makes class taste better.
maybe in heaven, fractions will be divisible by zero!
why do they call it a boxing ring when it is square?
If we’re so technological here, why haven’t we discovered a way to
make Brittain taste good yet?
hey praytor, watch where you’re swingin that thang!
sarah = the new depa
depa = #1 striker
ATO Independent Soccer Champs 2007
sliver me timbers
glee it up
I just wonder why a former sorority girl-mother was talking about
a fraternity house to her soon-to-be-sorority-girl daughter? Just
wondering
i’ll be your shower buddy
Basikos Metoxos will outstarbuck the Patriarch
awwww nawwwww
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Art releases album
s Court

Adrien Brody plays Peter, the
middle child who seems to have commandeered most of the belongings
of the brothers’ late father. Although
new to the Anderson crew, Brody
ﬁts in as though he’s appeared in
every ﬁlm.
Jason Schwartzman plays Jack,
the youngest. Of all the brothers,
we are given the most clues about
Jack’s past and character. While
Francis drives the events that occur
in the story, Jack frequently seems
to be at the helm of the emotional
momentum.
Schwartzman, like Wilson, is not
new to Wes Anderson’s shenanigans,
given that Schwartzman started his
acting career by starring in Anderson’s excellent Rushmore. Through
some fateful cosmic alignment, I
was lucky enough to sit down with
Mr. Schwartzman and hear about
how he got his start.
“I wasn’t planning on becoming an actor. I had dreamt of it, I
suppose, when I was a kid, but you
know it wasn’t really a possibility,”
Schwartzman said.
Originally interested in music,
Schwartzman played drums in his
band Phantom Planet (most likely
remembered as that band that did
the theme song for The O.C., but
should be remembered for a whole
slew of great songs).
“When I was 16…my mom rented
me Harold and Maude, The Graduate and Dog Day Afternoon…that
was the ﬁrst time that a movie had
made me feel the way music did…I

remember saying to myself, ‘I don’t
know what I’ll end up getting to
do in my lifetime…well hopefully
whatever it is will make someone feel
this way,’” Schwartzman said.
Schwartzman is also the star
of The Darjeeling Limited’s short
ﬁlm prologue, Hotel Chevalier. It is
through pieces like Hotel Chevalier
that we are able to learn more about
Jack than the other characters, but
still not enough to know exactly
what makes him tick. The ambiguity
and hazy details about the brothers’ pasts are what give them their
authenticity.
The music from The Darjeeling
Limited is likely something to be
remembered. Juxtaposing Indian
music with rock bands like The Kinks
and The Rolling Stones sounds like
it could be a recipe for cacophony,
but it is actually a wonderfully ﬁtting
soundtrack.
Strangely, The Darjeeling Limited
is a ﬁlm that, after the brothers are
oﬀ the train, feels like it is constantly
almost over. Time after time we are
presented with events in the story that
seem as though they could arguably
be a logical closing point.
And yet, the continuance through
these faux conclusions ﬁts with the
unclear history of the brothers. It’s
good to know there are directors out
there that you can always count on;
when you walk into a theater to see
one of their movies, you know what
you’re getting yourself into.
Hopefully Mr. Anderson (along
with Mr. Wilson, Mr. Brody and
Mr. Schwartzman) will come back
soon to bring us yet another unique
cinematic experience.

Image

Limited
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By Kenny Phillips
Contributing Writer

As the debut album of the band
Art in Manila, Set the Woods on Fire
has a great reputation proceeding
it. Art in Manila was formed under
the leadership of Orenda Fink,
one of the members of Azure Ray,
after her solo projects and her tour
in promotion of her last album
Invisible Ones in 2005.
The band incorporates the best
performers of many other independent rock bands: Adrianne
Verhoeven, the vocalist for The
Anniversary, Corey Broman of
Dance Me Pregnant, Dan McCarthy and Steve Bartolomei
from Mayday, and bassist Ryan
Besides politics, the ﬁ lm has
enough matter, albeit ﬁction, to
sustain an intelligent conversation
about terrorism and torture.
Do we want politicians that will
protect the U.S. at any cost, or are
there ethical/moral lines never to
be crossed?
Do terrorists deserve the worst
possible treatment, does that create

Fox of The Good Life.
Orenda selected everyone
from some of the groups she associated with during her Invisible
Ones tour.
Each member lends their
own unique power to the
album like some coterminal
vectors summing together
in one direction. This
amalgam of players really
allows the album to take
a direction on the mood
of each song. The lyrics
relate to a spiritual tone
which really relaxes the
listener. As each track
ﬂows into the next, the
CD continues on a lateral path
which may not have much in
variation, but maintains an easy
pace. It would easily ﬁnd a home
in the ambience of a dark coﬀee
lounge as it might be a students
respite while studying for an
upcoming test.
Although Set the Woods on
Fire may not be an outwardly
powerful album, it contains a deep
essence that displays the band’s
ability to create an entrancing
momentum through their music
with tracks such as “Precious
Pearl” and “Golden Dawn.” Set
the Woods on Fire is deﬁnitely a
fantastic debut for this new band
of veteran rockers. Picking it up
at your favorite music store just
might be the key to unlocking a
receptive mindset.
more resistance, or worse yet, does
that make torturer just as inhuman
as the terrorist? Can reliable information be gained by such extreme
means?
While the theater is more than
enough for this show, I will deﬁnitely
recommend checking out the movie
or purchasing the DVD because I feel
this movie has a lot more to say.

CITY SCENE
Mute Math arrives
New Orleans electro-alt rockers
Mute Math hit the road this fall for
their largest headlining tour to date.
This dynamic band has an energetic
reputation for wowing the audience
and will be performing in Atlanta
at the Tabernacle Nov. 3

International Art,
Food and Music
This Saturday, Nov. 3 the Art
Galleries of Peachtree Hills will be
hosting the International Art, Food
and Music Festival to beneﬁt The
Bridge charity.The event will feature
live performances, food and wine.
Tickets are $10 in advance and $15
at the event.

Switchfoot and K
Switchfoot and Reliant K will
perform Sunday, Nov. 4 at the Atlanta Civic Center as part of their
The Appetite for Construction Tour.
Tickets cost from $20 to $25, with
a portion of the proceeds going to
Habitat for Humanity.

Hansel and Gretel
The Atlanta Opera will perform
Engelbert Humperdinck’s Hansel
and Gretel starting on Nov. 10 at
the Cobb Energy Performing Arts
Centre. The production will include
ﬁve singers, a children’s chorus
and bunraku-style puppetry. For
more information check out www.
atlantaopera.org.

ENTERTAINMENT

By Jenny Zhang
Layout Editor

It’s not easy to create something
new in the world of music, but if
any band is up for the challenge,
it’s Mute Math, the New Orleans
foursome that’s set to rock the Tabernacle tomorrow night. Although
compared to the likes of Radiohead,
Sting, classic U2 and the Police,
Mute Math eludes easy deﬁnition.
Their sound is an ear-catching mix
of atmospheric math rock and electronica, perfected by soul-searching
lyrics, powerhouse drumming and
intricate yet simple melodies – the
overall eﬀect is eclectic and brilliantly
genre-defying.
“Part of the intent when we ﬁrst
started was just to create. We wanted
to see what would happen if we tried
to genuinely create music that we
enjoyed listening to,” said lead singer
Paul Meany.

Darren King (drums, samples), Southern gospel … all of that has
Greg Hill (guitar) and Roy Mitchell- somehow surfaced in our music.”
Cardenas (bass) joined Meany in this
This mishmash of musical tastes
experimental eﬀort, which started is no doubt partly responsible for
as a side project among friends in Mute Math’s strong disparate
the family gasound, which
Image Courtesy of Teleprompt/Warner Bros.
rage and grew
according to
from the musiMeany, was
cians’ diﬀerent
born out of a
musical loves
shoot-frominto a cohesive
the-hip, anysound.
t h i n g- g o e s
Meany elabmentality. “It
orated on their
just kind of
wide range of inhappened …
ﬂuences: “Over
the only thing
the years, we’ve
is we weren’t
listened to the
afraid to make
Beatles, Jimmy
it diﬀerent,”
Hendrix, Ray
Meany said.
Charles, Stevie
Since the
Wonder, Paula Abdul … rap music releases of their Reset EP in 2004
and music from the late ’80s and and their self-titled debut album
early ’90s. Greg loved country music; last January, Mute Math has been
I grew up on church music and sang taking the music scene by storm.

The band has appeared on Conan
O’Brien, Jimmy Kimmel Live
and David Letterman, performed
their single “Typical” backwards
in a popular YouTube music video,
recorded the theme music for the
summer blockbuster Transformers
and opened for acts like the David
Crowder Band and the Fray.
Despite the success, the band
has no pretensions beyond making
straight-up good music. When asked
what makes Mute Math great, Meany
responded with a laugh, “The fact
that I have no answer to the question. I’m not a salesman, I’m just a
musician.”
And that’s why Mute Math is
great – there’s no bull, just four
guys who love making great music.
This is not a band to be missed, full
of creative talent and fun, chaotic
energy. Grab a ticket to their Saturday show before someone else
snags them all.

Guitar

from page 16

increases, are collected in place of star
power and can be unleashed on an
opponent. Lastly, multiplayer can
now be played online against friends
on Xbox Live or random opponents
via Playstation’s network.
GH3 is unique in that it does not
seem tailored to the beginning GH
player. The normal mode has been
described as hard mode minus the
orange button. Hard mode is much
faster this time around and the
solo riﬀs in many of the songs are
incredibly tricky. The battle mode
in the end analysis is too short to
be fun, as it becomes a race to see
which player can grab a power-up
ﬁrst. The boss battles also seem to
lack substance.
Overall these problems in the
grand scheme are very minor. The
game is still fun and addicting and
is a must have for veteran players
and adventurous newcomers to
the series.

making friday lectures more interesting

Mute Math adds up to alt rock brilliance
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Eric Dodd debuts album Heal Mondoʼs metal rocks
mism for the future.
“The album is titled Heal because
the songs are all about healing.
Very rarely does a reviewer get the They’re about searching for peace
treat of listening to an album packed and overcoming fear,” said frontman
with so much youthful energy, yet Eric Dodd.
Dodd, who wrote all of the songs
The Eric Dodd Band, a three-piece
rock outﬁt from Athens, has crafted on the album, involved himself with
a niche in acoustic southern rock music at an early age.
“I learned to play guitar when I
with their studio debut.
The band’s self-released album, was twelve; I grew up around musicians and listening to Nirvana,”
Heal, contains a smattering
Dodd said.
of themes that resonate
The album starts oﬀ with
strongly with anyone
the energetic “One Night,”
who has experienced
featuring a combination of
the emotional deluge
smooth vocals and seductive
connected to the comguitar that’ll keep your head
ing of age—love, lust,
bouncing all the way through.
nostalgia, heartbreak
“Goodbye Kiss,” a song about
and regret pervade
separated lovers, follows suit
the album—but the
with another catchy melody.
overarching theme
Dodd’s songwriting talent
i s hop e
is showcased strongly
and
in “What I See,” the
opmost desperate
and emotional
track on the album. The song’s
mood is darker
than the rest
t iof the album,
but its nature
as a standout
Image Courtesy of Eric Dodd
track shows

that the band is capable of expanding stylistically beyond a traditional
acoustic rock formula. Dodd cites
Van Morrison and Edwin McCain
as major musical inﬂuences.
The album’s catchiest and most
memorable track is the nostalgic
“Georgia Grove,” a classic story
of reminiscing about teenage love
and “all those summers…under
the moon.” Another track, “7 to
6,” similarly carries the full energy
of the album and shows oﬀ Dodd’s
impressive vocal range. “4 of a
Kind” cleverly uses a playing card
metaphor in a song about winning
over a reluctant love interest.
“The songs are something
everybody can relate to...there’s a
lot of nostalgia. Like in ‘Georgia
Grove,’ memories of that ﬁrst teenage love never really fade away,”
Dodd said.
Above all else, Heal, as in its
closing track, “Angels of Hope,”
overﬂows with sentimentality, and
its hopeful themes will resound with
the young and old alike.
The Eric Dodd Band’s album Heal
is set for release on Nov. 8. There will
be an album release party at Tasty
World in Athens. More information
and sample tracks can be found on
The Eric Dodd Band’s website, www.
myspace.com/ericdoddband.

and Kelli Garner (Margo) all give
wonderful performances and do a
stunning job in the shaping of Lars’s
character.
Craig Gillespie directed the
ﬁlm and was unfortunate enough
to begin his big-screen career with
Mr. Woodcock. I haven’t seen Mr.
Woodcock, so I’m unsure as to how
bad it actually is, but hopefully Lars
and the Real Girl makes up for the
fact that he directed it.
Gillespie did an excellent job
with the direction of his newest
ﬁlm. He put all the right shots in all

the right places and helped either to
intensify or lighten the mood with

By Richard Otis
Contributing Writer

Lars

from page 15

This whole heightened appreciation is provided to you thanks to
Ryan Gosling. I was not expecting
Gosling to give such a phenomenal
performance as Lars, but he made
the character believable in a way only
he could have done.
Gosling’s talent is evident and is
the driving force behind the ﬁlm,
but he is not the only one deserving
credit. Emily Mortimer, Paul Schneider, Patricia Clarkson (Dagmar)

Technique
Staff meetings: Tuesday @ 7 p.m.
Room 137 of the Flag building

“The story may be
a simple one, but
the message...is one
that should not be
forgotten.”
his camera angles. He did a good job
coordinating with the writer, Nancy

punk inﬂuences, Mondo Generator
started in 1997 as a side-project by
former Queens of the Stone Age coOn the evening of Sept. 29 in founder and bassist Nick Oliveri. But
a building on the corner of 17th after leaving Queens, Mondo G has
and West Peachtree, with lights become Oliveri’s main focus.
dimmed and a reverbing bass line
The members of Mondo have ropermeating the
tated throughaudience, four
out the last
men wa lked
dec ade a nd
onto the CW’s
currently inCenter Stage.
clude singer
After a simple
and bassist Oli“we are Mondo
veri, guitarists
Generator,” the
Ian Taylor and
quartet of rockErnie Longoers blared the
ria, as well as
hit track “Lie
drummer SiDetector” off
mon “Spud”
their newest
Beggs.
a lbum Dead
L a s t
Planet.
month’s show
Despite
at Center Stage
starting over
wa s Mondo
half an hour
G e ne r a tor ’s
late and having
ﬁrst in Atlanta
their opening
as a group. The
ba nd apparshow, co-headently ﬂake out,
lined with the
Photos by Justin Levine/STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
Mondo GenScandinavian
erator managed Center Stage rocked out when Mondo g l a m - m e t a l
to liven up the Generator performed on Sept. 29. band Turbonecrowd rather
gro, drew an
quickly with hits like “So Low” and extremely diverse crowd. The Mondo
“Life of Sin.”
See Mondo, page 23
A rock band with heavy metal and
By Blake Israel
Online Editor

Oliver, when putting together the
diﬀerent shots. The ﬁlm was well
written, although at times it did
seem to drag a bit. There is not much
action or excitement, but the writing
and the characters keep you ﬁxated
throughout the movie. The story
is ﬁlled with heart: heartwarming
(story), heartfelt (characters) and
hearty (laughs).
There is much more to the movie
than the previews let on. The story
may be a simple one, but the message behind the story is one that
should not be forgotten. But I am

not just going to tell you what the
message is…you’re going to have to
ﬁnd out for yourself when you see
the movie.
Whether you were a fan of Gosling in The Notebook or Half Nelson,
his performance in Lars and the Real
Girl will not be a disappointment. It
is a modern-day Pinocchio in some
ways: just a lonely man wishing that
his puppet were as real as his love for
it. But although Bianca’s nose did not
grow in Lars and the Real Girl, your
love for Ryan Gosling will when you
go to see it.
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Two bits comments on need for new American leader:Paris Hilton
We should elect Paris Hilton
as Vice President of the United
States of America. Like most of
my fellow citizens, I am constantly
disappointed in the idiots we elect
to run this country. Koko the sign
language gorilla, most species of
mold or a frozen block of spinach
could make better political decisions
than President Bush. The idea that
a frozen chunk of spinach could be
a better leader than our president
may seem slightly absurd, and you’re
right. The spinach would have to be
thawed out ﬁrst.
The problem isn’t just with the
current president either. Every four
years, a new crop of dolts manages
to get their names on the ballot and
we have to decide which one is least
likely to screw up our country. All
presidential candidates have the ﬂaw
that when told as young children
that they could be the president of
the United States someday, they were
dumb enough to believe it.
What we need is an average
American for our president, someone
we can trust, someone that doesn’t
even want to be the president—someone like my father. My dad is the
prototype American Joe. He’s from
the Midwest, has a modest income
and has plenty of free time now that
all of his children have grown up
and left the house. He’s never been
tainted by politics because he’s never
ran for oﬃce, and he has no desire to
be president because it would require

leaving The Subdivision, which he
only does when he needs to get the
riding lawn mower repaired.
We need to come together as a
country and elect my father to the
presidency. If we can’t work out a
deal to let him run the nation from
the conﬁnes of The Subdivision,
then we can just elect Koko the
gorilla instead. It’s going to
be diﬃcult to organize this
because we usually vote for
people who take one of two
paths to political oﬃce.
Path A: become a lawyer,
then realize how pathetic
your mundane white collar life is and decide to pass
your free time by getting
elected to oﬃce so you can
screw over everyone poorer
than you. Path B: have several millions dollars, marry a
Kennedy and decide to go into
politics because you have such
a qualiﬁed background experience in ﬁghting oﬀ robots from
the future, ﬁghting aliens and
being Danny DeVito’s twin.
Since my father and Koko are
not lawyers, nor have they ever
played one on television, they’re
going to need another way to get
name recognition, and this is where
Paris Hilton comes into play.
Paris Hilton is the Jackie Onassis
of our generation. Paris is so famous
that if aliens were to make contact
with Earth, they would assume she

is our leader. She’s a dumber, sluttier
version of Princess Diana. If my father—or Koko the gorilla, whichever
one wins the primary—were to run
for president with Paris as vice
president, their faces would
be splattered across
every

television station and printed in every
tabloid in the world.
Paris doesn’t exactly meet the
eligibility requirements because of
her age, so we’re going to have to lower
the age restriction. Otherwise, if we
wait until she turns 35, Paris won’t

be pretty enough for the paparazzi
to take pictures of her.
Once in oﬃce, Paris Hilton will
restore the traditional vice president
role of doing absolutely nothing productive.
Normally, the vice president spends his time lounging around the senate and
attending a few state
funerals. Vice President
Dick Cheney however,
has been unusually active in his role, and has
spent his term promoting
wars in the Middle
East based on
false premises,
trying to deny
global warming
and shooting
old men in the
face. We don’t need
to worry about any of
these things with Vice
President Hilton because
she doesn’t even know
where the Middle East
is; when told that we’re
experiencing some of the
hottest temperatures on record she
responded, “That’s hot.” Paris Hilton
only uses lawyers for their intended
purpose as defense attorneys instead
of for target practice.
Besides being a better vice president than Dick Cheney, Paris Hilton
wouldn’t bring any of the shocking
sex scandals that occurred during

Bill Clinton’s time in oﬃce. There
would still be loads of sex scandals;
they just wouldn’t be shocking. The
public is so used to Paris’s sex life that
it simply won’t be an issue when she
inevitably gets caught Lewinsky-ing
the ambassador from Latvia in the
Lincoln bedroom.
We could even put Paris to good
use. With my father or Koko the
gorilla in charge, all of those absurd
travel and trade restrictions on Cuba
would ﬁnally get lifted, and then Vice
President Hilton could lead a legion
of spring breakers to Havana, where
they’d spread democracy with an assault of wet T-shirt contests. It’d be
the ﬁrst time that CSPAN ever had
the number one Nielsen rating.
Additional plans include Vice
President Hilton helping to ﬁght
illiteracy by setting an example and
ﬁnally learning to read. We could
sex up other positions of the federal
branch as well. Attorney General
Britney Spears has a nice ring to it.
There is one slight risk that we’d
take by electing Paris Hilton to
the vice presidency. Let’s say the
unfortunate occurs and President
Koko accidentally chokes to death
on a banana. Then Vice President
Hilton would take over as leader of
the nation. In the midst of a national
tragedy we’d have a semi-retarded
child of enormous privilege in charge
of the most powerful country in the
world—and we already know how
well that works, don’t we?

This week on GTCN

This week on GTCN 21
NOVEMBER 2-8

monday, wednesday & friday
7:00p On the Flats
GT Post Game Report
7:15p GT Football Replay:
Virginia Tech at Georgia Tech
11:15p Student Productions

tuesday & thursday
7:00p
8:00p
9:00p
10:00p
11:30p

mon., tue., thurs.
5:00p NASA Today
6:00p ECE 6331
7:00p ISYE 6669
8:00p ME 6222
9:00p Tutor-Vision
(mon. & tue. only)

20

wed. & fri.
5:00p It’s a Lifestyle
6:00p AE 6765
7:30p ME 6101
9:00p Tutor-Vision
(wed. only)

sat. & sun.
8:00p The Jazz Documentary
10:00p Gangster With a
Heart of Gold

Student Productions
Campus Calendar
Student Productions
Campus Movie Fest
Student Productions

Watch Tutor-Vision This Week!
Tutor-Vision is a live tutoring
call-in program on GTCN 20!
Tutors are available for help with
Calculus, Chemistry, and Physics.

November on GTCN 21
Virginia Tech at Georgia Tech Rebroadcast!
If you missed the game on Thursday, you can see the rebroadcast
of all the action on Monday, Wednesday and Friday after
On The Flats and the GT Post Game Report on GTCN 21!
The Georgia Tech Cable Network

Tutor-Vision is brought to you by GTCN and
the Learning Assistance Program .

Monday - Wednesday 9-10p
Call 6-1811 with your questions!

www.gtcn.gatech.edu
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THEME CROSSWORD: TOO CLOSE FOR COMFORT
By Robert Zimmerman
United Features Syndicate

ACROSS
1. Beak part
5. Ridge of rock
10. Collect
15. Blue color
19. Gabor and Longoria
20. Tex-Mex fare
21. Bingo relative
22. Sported
23. Humid
24. Start of a quip by Henny
Youngman: 5 wds.
27. Idolize
29. Gannet
30. Ill temper
31. Dwell
33. Certain detective’s beat
35. Tenants
39. Parts of eyes
42. Type of energy: abbr.
43. Nav. rank
44. “Norma __”
45. Watercraft
47. Carried by
49. Power system
50. Part 2 of quip: 5 wds.
56. Ordinary speech
57. Sauce of a kind
58. Commemorative pillar
59. Decline
61. Scarcer
62. Finally!
64. Trouble
65. Golden Calf creator
67. Gas that glows
68. Part 3 of quip: 2 wds.
73. Arrow poison
77. Poem by Tennyson
79. Bark
80. Join, in a way
82. Chili con __
85. Novel by Kipling
87. Egg-like
90. Caﬀe __
91. Saw
92. Part 4 of quip: 4 wds.
95. Clears
96. Number preﬁx
98. Brewing necessity
99. Gloria in Excelsis __
100. Sawbuck
101. Maladies
104. Fortune-tellers

108. Region in
the south
110. Young and
Simon
112. Charge
with a gas
114. Rock salt
116. Flier
119. Giving one
120. End of the
quip: 4 wds.
125. Nucha
126. Chester __
Arthur
127. Urgent
notice
128. City in
Florida
129. Monumental
130. Frozen
buoyant mass
131. Meaning
132. Nice- __
(prude)
133. Body panel
ﬂaw
DOWN
1. Evergreen
tree
2. Tax cheat
3. Having branches
4. __ de corps
5. Money dispenser
6. Devilﬁshes
7. Acoustic phenomenon
8. Instruments
9. Kind of tax
10. Totality
11. “Dit dah” signal system: 2
wds.
12. Surmounting
13. Fruitcake relative
14. A pronoun
15. Nasal quality
16. The dawn personiﬁed
17. __ poetica
18. Delibes or Tolstoy
25. Organic compound
26. Unites
28. Foodstuﬀs
32. Suﬃciently, archaically
34. McEntire’s sitcom
36. Misstep
37. Strikers’ demand

Mondo

from page 21

fans that were prepared to mosh
were readily distinguishable from
the Turbo fans sporting Sailor-esque
and Police-cap style headgear.
Neither group of fans seemed to
object, however, to Mondo’s rather
gritty live performance. Oliveri’s
earthy bass-lines and Longoria’s
wicked guitar moves brought a sound
to the show that was much heavier
than the rather melodious punk rock
riﬀs on Dead Planet.
According to front man Oliveri
during an interview with the ‘Nique,
“Black Flag and Black Sabbath
are probably the two main bands”
that have contributed to Mondo’s
sound.
Along with other inﬂuences like
Cheap Trick, the band’s third and
latest album, Dead Planet sounds
much more at home next to a
NOFX CD than one from Queens
of Stone Age.

“Despite Oliveri’s
claims at being a
‘low-key’ band, their
performance was
anything but.”
38. Ceremonial meal
40. Oohs and __
41. Direction from a proofreader
46. Golf great Sam __
48. Morocco’s capital
49. Coarse-grained
50. Suspension bridge
51. Silent
52. Folk singer Guthrie
53. Tendencies
54. Pelvic bones
55. Peaceful
56. For
60. Cry of contempt
63. “Love __ neighbor...”
66. Legal matter
69. Moose
70. Straighten
71. Nest of a kind
72. Adhesive ingredient
74. Marrow
75. Oﬃcial proceedings
76. Germ
78. A letter
81. Schemed
82. Circuit boards

83. Word at parting
84. Inert gas
86. Rebels
88. Particular
89. June 6, 1944
93. Lock brand
94. Pelion’s neighbor
96. Debussy’s “__ et Melisande”
97. Dub
100. Timber tree
102. “Read my __”
103. Loafer, e.g.
105. Pressed
106. Finger-food item
107. Drop by: 2 wds.
109. Hemp drug
111. Piece
113. Straight-backed
115. In that case
117. Kind of history
118. Cashbox
120. Bar bill
121. Cry of approval
122. Seaman
123. Stopped a fast
124. Certain vote

Even though Oliveri describes
Mondo Generator as “a rock and roll
band,” he concedes “it’s deﬁnitely
not as main stream [as Queens]...
it’s deﬁnitely more underground...
deﬁnitely more low-key.”
Despite Oliveri’s claims at being
a “low-key” band, their performance
was anything but. Mondo played
with a great set, and despite not having the largest crowd ever, worked
with them to make it a fun and
enjoyable show.
“I always feel like we’re 50% music
and the crowd is 50%. It turns up
a good show, we always have a better show when people are throwin’
energy around and gettin’ into it.
Sometimes the crowd is better than
we are,” Oliveri said.
While I personally am not the biggest fan of punk-rock, even though
I’ve been known to go to a Pennywise
show or two, I thoroughly enjoyed
Mondo Generator’s performance at
the Center Stage. I would love to
see the heavier side of Mondo that
came out at Center Stage on their
next album.
And the name? “It was the name
of my ampliﬁer,” Oliveri said.

ADVERTISING

WWW.GATECHCLASSIFIEDS.COM
110 APTS/LOFTS/
ROOMS

120 REAL ESTATE
FOR SALE

600 EMPLOYMENT/JOBS

700
SERVICES

800
TRAVEL

For rent-Studio apt. Midtown. Grand

3 BR/2 Bath home in Adams Crossing

BARTENDING! Up to $250 a Day.

24/7 Coin Laundry 455 North Ave.

Spring Break 2008. Sell Trips,

$8 PER HOUR PLUS TIPS. POSITION:

750 TUTORING
SERVICES

view of city. Secure Keycard access to
bldg. Granite counters. S/S appliances.
New paint/carpet. Easy commute to
GT. Access to ﬁtness ctr, racquetball
& basketball courts, pool, pool tables.
$950/mo. 229-343-4904

2 Bd/2 Ba 19 Fl Condo in Plaza
Midtown for rent. All the upgrades, 2
reserved parks, Publix in building. Walk
to campus, marta. $1300.00 per bedroomincludes HOA, cable, internet. Call Jamie
at 404-550-7556.

neighborhood. Only 10 minutes from
Georgia Tech! Quiet cul-de-sac w/level
yard. Check it out: www.bettyanncourt.
com 404-931-8730

Parklane on Peachtree Studio Condo
Great Views of Downtown, Granite
Countertops, Stainless Steel Appliances,
Concierge, Workout Room, Club Room,
Pool, Sundeck, Gated Parking $117,500
Taylor Group Realtors 678.313.5090
478.552.6677 www.landofgeorgia.com

No Experience Necessary. Training
Available. Age 18+ OK 1-800-965-6520
XT216
PARKING AND VALET ATTENDANTS.
Flexible hours. Random drug testing
& background check. ELITE PARKING
CORPORATION 404-892-0787.

BURGERS & MORE ACROSS FROM GA.
AQUARIUM FULL/PART/WEEKEND TIME
CASHIER/FRYER NEEDED CONTACT 404488-7844 OR ATLMOBILITY@MSN. COM

Suite C Atlanta, GA. 30308 Safe, Clean
& Air Conditioned Wash & Fold Services
Available Monday thru Saturday

Having problems with chemistry?
We can help with college chemistry
courses on DVD. Visit our website at
www.chemistryprofessor.com or call
850-722-6222

Earn Cash and Go Free. Call for group
discounts. Best Deals Guaranteed!
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas,
S. Padre, Florida. 800-648-4849 or www.
ststravel.com

900 TRANSPORTATION & RIDES
‘95’Honda Accord LX Coupe For

Sale-$2,900 (Lihtonia, GA.) 198 K great
car must see also non smoker. Call me
at 770-912-1107.

